The dual topological unitarization is investigated for the case of any number of planar SU(N) singlet reggeons. In particular, the detailed structure of the cylinder amplitude is fully investigated. The planar bootstrap constraints are derived for the reggeon propagator and the triple reggeon vertex. The cylinder unitarization of planar poles is performed by means of the planar sewing method. The cylinder equation is described in terms of the factorizable kernel of finite rank. We are then led to the following typical properties of the cylinder. First, the cylinder partial wave amplitude is meromorphic in the J-plane. Secondly, extinction of the input SU(N) singlets is guaranteed. Thirdly, the cylinder residue is factorizable at all t. Fourthly, the cylindrical mixing is inevitable for the higher rank kernel. Moreover, the mixing phenomena are examined for the special case of the single daughter contribution. The repulsive [attractive] mixing pattern is expected to be observed between the even [odd] charge conjugation components of the cylindrically renormalized trajectories in the weak cylindrical mixing limit. § l. Introduction
§ l. Introduction
The dual topological unitarization (DTU) has provided us with a powerful framework in understanding hadron physics. n-sJ The definite topology of the DTU diagrams successfully describes a degree of regularities in hadronic phenomena. This legitimately allows us to construct a perturbation scheme in terms of topological parameters. The discontinuity formulae of the DTU expansion are welldefined.3J
The planar term reads the Born term of the topological perturbation and plays a crucial role in the DTU calculation of the hadronic amplitudes .. The planar amplitude obeys the planar unitarity condition which yields the bootstrap constraint on planar reggeon parameters_<J-aJ This important concept is paraphrased as the planar analyticity. 7 l In the present discussion, the hadronic SU(N) internal symmetry is taken for granted, where JV represents the number of flavors. The cylinder term is obtained by the use of the planar sewing prescription and yields the leading non-planar correction to the SU(N) singlet planar term. The leading reggeon of the cylinder is identified with the bare pomeron without loss of generality.
In the standard DTU framework, the cylinder is controlled by a non-singular kernel of rank one. 9 J As a consequence, the cylinder is free from Regge cut contamination and the bare pomeron is given by just the cylinder renormalization S.-K. Yang of the input f trajectory. The detailed structure of the pomeron-f identity, however, seems to depend on dynamical complexities, such as non-leading reggeon contribution, 10 J,nl broken SU (3) symmetry, 12) incorporation of unnatural parity reggeons 13 ) ' 14 ) and baryon exchange effects. 15 ) • 16 J The above-mentioned dynamical details which reflect the presence of the plural number of planar SU(N) singlets are synthetically described in terms of a non-singular higher rank cylinder kerneL This, in turn, yields the cylindrical mixing. Consequently, the naive pomeron-f identity seems to be substantially modified under the cylindrical mixing mechanism. On the other hand, both the absence of cut contamination and the planar pole extinction phenomenon seem to hold good irrespective of the dynamical details. g)~2 oJ At any rate, these have to be demonstrated.
The planar analyticity has not yet been exhaustively taken into account m various approximate treatments in building up the higher rank cylinder. In addition, factorizability of the cylinder residues remains still controversial in the presence of any number of planar SU(N) singlets. Therefore, it is of physical importance to investigate synthetically typical properties of the cylinder for the purpose of transparent understanding of the DTU dynamics. This is done in the present article by the full use of the planar analyticity and the Fredholm theorems."!)
In § 2 the planar bootstrap constraints of the Rosenzweig-Veneziano type 4 ) are introduced for the reggeon propagator. New types of the orthogonality bootstrap conditions are also derived. In addition, the bootstrap conditions of the KonishiKwiecinski type 6 ) are formulated for the triple reggeon vertex. The doublecounting problem is successfully avoided in planar loop insertions. In § 3 the cylinder integral equation is derived for the total (planar plus cylinder) SU (N) singlet amplitude. The cylinder is then controlled by a non-singular factorizable kernel of rank n, where n is the number of planar SU(N) singlets. The planar singlet cancellation, the cylinder meromorphy, the cylindrical mixing mechanism and factorizability of the cylinder vertex are established. In § 4 cylindrical mixing phenomena are elaborately examined for the interesting case n = 2. The best possible use is made of the planar bootstrap constraints. In the weak cylindrical mixing limit, antipodal mixing patterns are observed for the even and odd charge conjugation sectors. The hypothetical case of the strong cylinder mixing is also discussed. Finally, important consequences of the DTU dynamics are re-examined. § 2.
Planar bootstrap
The planar unitarity yields the most important, non-linear constraints on the planar amplitude within the general framework of DTU approach. These constraints play the role of bootstrap conditions on the planar reggeon parameters m the sense that no renormalization is caused by planar loop insertions.
The definition of the planar reggeon-reggeen (RR) amplitude AR.R,~R,Rt m Ref. 7) is adopted. We then obtain asymptotically tal !bl 
where r~c (t) is a reggeon-particle coupling and the detailed kinematics are visualized in Fig. 3 . The asymptotic behavior of the planar reggeon-particle (Rp) amplitude AR,a~Rta' is given by 7 The FMSR for the Rp amplitude then
The double discontinuity formula for the six-point function is symbolically exhibited in Fig. 3 . The left-hand side of Fig. 3 is estimated in terms of the discontinuity with respect to s23 and i\1' of the amplitude Aabc-a'b'c'· Equations (2 · 8) and (2 · 9) yield
The right-hand side of the same figure is built up by just the one-loop insertion into the l.h.s. and
where q is an internal loop momentum and the 8-function is indeed introduced so as to avoid the double-counting problem. It is interesting to note that the dividing point is automatically fixed by the missing mass squared Jt1' in the case of the vertex bootstrap. Explicit integrations of s2 and s3 are performed with the aid of Eq. (2 ·10). The result is compared with Eq. (2 ·11). We then obtain the bootstrap conditions for the triple reggeon vertex: which is depicted in Fig. 4 . This yields a natural substantiation of the vertex bootstrap couditions of the Konishi-Kwiecinski type 6 > in the presence of the plural number of SU(N) reggeons. It is almost needless to say that the orthogonality between iJ and k does not appear in Eq. (2 ·13). At any rate, the planar bootstrap conditions (2 · 6) are of vital importance in examining the detailed properties of the cylinder amplitude in the neighborhood t = 0. In particular, the cylindrical mixing phenomenon is highly restricted by the orthogonality constraints on the planar reggeon propagator. § 3.
Cylinder renormalization
The cylinder amplitude is obtained as a consequence of the non-planar product of two planar multiparticle amplitudes in the sense of s-channel topological unitarity.3> This planar sewing machinery furnishes a dynamical equation for the cylinder. The resultant cylinder, however, cannot satisfy t-channel topological unitarity in the self-consistent fashion. This labyrinthine situation is remedied by introducing the total (planar plus cylinder) SU(N) singlet amplitude. The complicated tchannel discontinuity formula is successfully reduced to the so-called cylinder unitarity of the Veneziano type. 23 > The cylinder unitarity plays the role of a checking system for factorizability of the cylinder residues. It is last but not least to mention that just the SU(N) singlets can communicate with the cylinder. 3 > Let us postulate the multiperipheralism, the reggeon dominance and the planar unitarity in the standard manner. The planar sewing method then yields the cylinder CR"R.-R.Rf as an iterative insertion of twisted reggeon loops. This is symbolically shown in Fig. 5 . It is important to note that the factor N originates in the presence of internal closed quark loops 9 > and the factor 2 is caused by the cylinder doubling mechanism of the Freeman-Jones type. 20 
where s has legitimately been supposed to be large enough to permit s8=s3.L.
On the other hand, the inhomogeneous term is asymptotically estimated by the Mellin transformed RR amplitude itself. We are then led to the cylinder integral equation for the Mellin tansformed total SU (N) singlet amplitude C R.R.-R,B 1 :
where
It is evident that the cylinder kernel is of rank n and factorizable between t 1 ± and t2 ±. In the limiting case a= 
r-
The unique solution of the algebraic equation (3 · 9) then reads 
and
As can evidently be seen, the cylinder singularities are determined by the zeroes to be different from the original input. This guarantees the so-called planar pole extinction phenomenon. It must be mentioned that the bare pomeron ap (t) is naturally identified with the cylindrically renormalized leading singularity. In order to examine the typical structure of the cylindrically renormalized trajectories, let us introduce the regular matrix U(t) which diagonalizes the matrix e (t). By use of the relation
It is then evident that ak (t) reads the cylindrically renormalized trajectory of ak (t) with both the diagonal cylinder correction Qkk (t) and the cylindrical mixing contribution. Accordingly, the cylindrical mixing phenomenon is inevitable for the higher rank kernel in the presence of any number of planar SU (N) singlets.
Moreover, let us shed some light on the cylindrical mixing mechanism in the asymptotic planarity 24 The relation (3 · 20) is indeed asymptotically substantiated for positive large t. In this region, the regular matrix U(t) is legitimately approximated by
where H(t) = -i lnU(t). We then obtain
The third term of Eq. (3 · 22) literally represents the cylindrical mixing phenomenon. It is interesting to note that there is no explicit dependence of the third term on the diagonal cylinder correction Qkk (t). Therefore, the cylindrical mixing is primarily controlled by the off-diagonal cylinder contributions under the regular transform U(t). Let us turn our attention to the cylinder renormalization of the residues of the planar SU (N) singlets. With the aiel of the regular transform U (t), then, Eq.
(3 ·15) yields the elements of the cylindrically renormalized residue matrix R 1 (t We have succeeded in demonstrating the typical structure of the cylinder renormalization in the presence of the plural number of planar SU(N) singlets. By the full use of the Fredholm theories, i) the cylinder meromorphy, ii) the planar singlet cancellation, iii) the cylindrical mixing and iv) factorizability of the cylinder vertex are established irrespective of the dynamical details of the input planar amplitude. All the properties i) ~iv) are guaranteed so long as the planar amplitude is asymptotically described in terms of factorizable, isolated reggeons with the correct nonsense zero mechanism and the cylinder amplitude is correctly built up by the planar sewing procedure. § 4. Further discussion of cylindrical mixing
In order to further investigate the detailed dynamics of the cylindrical mixing, let us consider the most interesting case of the single daughter contribution.
For this purpose, let us remember the planar bootstrap conditions (2·6) which are crucial for determining the cylindrically renormalized trajectories, in particular at t=O. 
at least at t = 0. Equation (2 · 7) turns out. to be
From Eqs. (3·11), (3·13) and (4·2), we obtain
where In the presence of n daughters with ak (0)
Let us next investigate the sign of the factor V~{ (0) which dominantly describes the cylindrical mixing pattern. In order to examine the structure of V~{, use is made of the standard assumption on the triple reggeon vertex 31
The ansatz ( 4 · 8) is not only consistent with the planar analyticity 31 but also confirmed by the dual resonance model. 71 Equation ( 4 · 8) yields
The sign of Vt{ (0) is primarily controlled by the T-function except for the phase factor ( -1) i-J as well as g~ifjl 1 . Let us determine the sign of the factors
and Tt{ (t,) for the physically interesting case O<a (0) <1.
First, it is easy to show that
Secondly, the sign of T; 1 is determined as follows. Since T; 1 = T 1 ; and T;i>O, it is sufficient to consider the case i>i,
Consequently, Ti 1 (t,) >O for any i and j. Similarly, we obtain
m the case k>l, where the sharp t, cutoff effect of the smooth exponential function has been assumed. It is a matter of course that r;{>O. Since rt{ = TU, the case k<l is self-evident. Finally, we obtain 
irrespective of whether the cylindrical mixing is weak or strong. Equations ( 4 · 26) ,..__, ( 4 · 29) are reduced to
) m the weak cylindrical mixing limit of (tc-1) 2 )>-,[1 2 , where respectively.
In consequence, we are led to the following important conclusions with respect to the mixing pattern in the weak cylindrical mixing limit. The cylinder renormalization yields the repulsion effect between the output trajectories a+ c~ + and a_ c~ + in the C=even sector. In addition, phenomenological requisite ap(0)"-'1+e [e: positive, small] is guaranteed so long as ~ is positive and small. Since Vi~ and Vii are of order of /f., this situation is expected to be guaranteed in the weal mixing limit. Since V~~ and V~~ are of order of /1, ( is also expected to be positive and small in the same limit. It is then legitimate to postulate the consistency condition ( 4 · 40) rather than ( 4 · 39). Therefore, it will be possible to argue that the attraction effect between a+c~-and a_c~-is observed in the C =odd sector. In this case, however, a,. (0) will be too low-lying from the phenomenological point of view. This problem as well as the strength of the cylinder residue cannot be persuasively examied without very bold assumptions on the planar parametrization. In consequence, we do not go into the details. In the weak cylindrical mixing limit, in any case, we have succeeded in confirming the typical pattern of trajectory splitting inherent in the fundamental topology of the cylinder. In the antipodal case of the strong cylindrical mixing, the trajectory degeneracy is observed in the sense of the complex conjugate pair as an inevitable consequence of the colliding singularity mechanism. Finally, let us touch upon the asymptotic planarity. Since the amplitude (3 · 25) is built up by the planar sewing method and the coupling ( 4 · 8) is consistent with the planar analyticity, the asymptotic planarity is correctly guaranteed. Consequently, both IC and /f. tend to 0 at t-++oo. The reality condition (4·22) is then automatically satisfied at least for positive large values of t without loss of generality.
In conclusion, let us shed some light on factorizability of the cylinder residues which reads an essential feature of the present work. The planar unitarity as well as the planar analyticity requires factorizable, isolated planar SU(N) reggeons. The planar sewing method then yields the factorizable Fredholm kernel of higher rank. For the total (planar plus cylinder) SU(N) singlet amplitude, there-S.-K. Yang fore, factorizability of the inhomogeneous term is surely conserved under the cylinder renormalization. The cylinder residue factorizability is, however, not manifest in the cylinder amplitude which cannot satisfy the t-channel topological unitarity in the self-consistent fashion. This is the principal reason why the best possible use has been made of the total SU(N) singlet amplitude. Within the general framework of DTU approach, at any rate, we have succeeded in demonstrating that the total SU(N) singlet amplitude is of physical importance in order to investigate perspicaciously the multi-channel cylinder problem.
